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Abstract 

Considered as a unit, the sheer volume of texts circulating in the 

world is simply mind-blowing, and this is compounded by the 

complex interrelationship between print and online modes of 

transmission. No matter how much the line between print and 

online is blurred, the fact remains that they are not the same and 

certainly have major differences. It is necessary to differentiate one 

from the other in order to guide users. For, deciding on which 

medium to read, source or write in would be much assisted by a 

clearer distinction of the two types. This article therefore divides 

the online from the print text – without denying that this is 

somewhat artificial at some points – in order to enable the reader, 

citer or writer to make an informed choice of which text to dwell on, 

write in or source from. 

 

Introductory 

Print media is considered dead in some circles and online texts are 

considered not serious in other circles. The differing attitudes signal a blur 

on the differences between the two text types. This, despite the fact much 

has been written on the differences at the level of writing, reading, 

publishing, style, etc. It is, however, not redundant to take up aspects of the 

discourse, especially since perspectives differ, and some are more effective 

than others for particular readers’ purposes. It is hoped that the slant taken 
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here harmonizes the divergent discourses and will meet some of the needs 

of those who require clarity about the two kinds of text. The discussion 

defines the operational terms and then pitches on some general 

differentiating elements, writing differences and reading differences before 

drawing a brief conclusion. At each level, text medium differences are seen 

to be relative, interrelate and diluted by reservations although, as a whole, 

they impress clearly distinct boundaries. 

 

Text, Online, Print 

The operational words are text, online and print, and any written material is 

a text. Texts are principally differentiated by their medium of 

representation. Whatever can be read qualifies as text – works of literature, 

street signs, marks on clothing, cuttings in works of art, even on lawns or 

hedges, for that matter, and electronic material. In view of the terms of 

reference for this discussion, a text may be online or print. 

Strictly, an online text refers to an electronic form circulated by internet, i.e., 

ON-LINE conjures the worldwide web circulation line. The derivation is 

hooked to the very nature and quantity of information on what Kavi 

Guppta (2015) laboriously refers to as “proliferation of the information 

superhighway[…] with its’ daily deluge of content calling for attention”. 

This includes e-books, which are retrievable and can be displayed on the 

computer or other electronic screens. The e-book is classed as a ‘soft’ or 

simply electronic copy of the print edition, but it has differentiating 

peculiarities: it is dynamic, without page numbering, and reflowable rather 

than having a static layout. Blogposts and video/audio pieces, as well as 

various interactive debate and discussion features add up as online texts 

too. 

Print, on the other hand (including pictures, designs, lettering or 

inscriptions),is a mechanical reproduction, i.e., an impression made of ink 

or other substances on a palpable or, letters and books are print texts. 

physical material. All writings that have physical form, such as 

newspapers, magazines 
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Convenience, the Core Difference 

An endless string of differentiating details between the print and online text 

can be catalogued, but each would have to be moderated or modified by 

reservations. Such reservations eventually make differentiation of the two 

text types a question of extent rather than absolute compartmentalization.  

Basically, therefore, print and web texts are not really so clearly different, 

and the relative advantages of either derive from the context. Yet, for 

optimal results in writing, reading or sourcing, the two mediums must be 

seen as distinct in content style as well as usage factors that cumulatively 

show them up as markedly different. Convenience and its concomitants 

bring out the typifying tagged,  legibility and immediacy.  

Legibility 

Legibility would include graphics, print quality and size as well as 

portability.  Robert Maidment (1987) states that “appropriate graphics can 

improve reader recall”, and justifies the need for graphics by quoting from 

Martin L.Gibson (1998)“The writer’s goal is to communicate with the 

largest possible number of readers”. Taking the stance that pictures are the 

way to access readers’ minds, Maidment statistically highlights the 

advantages of graphics thus: 

Method of 

presentation 

Recall3hours 

later 

Recall 3 

days 

later 

Words only 70% 10% 

Graphics only 72% 20% 

Words 

supported by 

graphics 

85% 65% 

 

Print quality aligns with the idea of graphics for highlighting words and 

ideas. Observably, print texts are fixed in print quality and font-size and 

one either has it the way it is or attempt modifying size by using lenses. 

Print approximates what appeals to the average reader. Personalization is 
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thus lacking, except in form of lens adaptations. The average run of readers 

has to take it as it is or leave it. And print size and quality is not all there is 

in this respect. Reader psychology requires that texts “breathe”, i.e., have 

occasional space-outs and blank sections. Not all prints address this, except 

perhaps on the book covers for instant attraction and advert/marketing 

purposes rather than reader convenience. Marketing motives also account 

for sparse “breathing” space in most prints; for each additional page/space 

raises production cost and influences profit margins. 

 

On its part, online profitability is less moved by space; texts can indulge the 

fancies of readers and manipulate space for better reader satisfaction. Thus 

in online texting there is frequent use of blank spaces, technically referred 

to as whitespace (Rude, 1998). As with print text, white space has 

psychological and intellectual functions. These include relaxing the eye of 

continued strain in reading, providing aesthetic balance, signalling change 

in focus and new sections, drawing attention to certain parts of the text, and 

showing up difference. Online texting goes even further to include VRML 

(virtual reality modeling language – three-dimensional display of images 

and animation). VRML tends to blur the gap between information and 

entertainment while enhancing reader fascination. One reason why some 

people do not think online texts are serious enough is perhaps reader 

interaction in the context of combined VRML information and 

entertainment. This directly impinges on the element of immediacy. 

 

Immediacy 

Both online and print texts score differently on immediacy, which refers to 

a cluster of reading issues of portability/availability and interaction with 

the text at least inconvenience and shortest notice. With   ease of access, 

immediacy reverts to the prime element of convenience. It also knots with 

the elements of visibility/tangibility in the texts. 

On portability/availability, online material has the snag computer 

bulkiness, booting time, search engine delays, etc. But online bulk and 
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portability are somewhat moderated when the smartphone, ipad or other 

smaller electronic gadgets are used. Search engine time lags and the 

distraction of sorting needed information from literarily millions of possible 

alternatives are also real, but so is the compensation derived from having 

so much sourced information. Online writing being more immediate – 

inspiration, writing and publication being virtually simultaneous–creates 

this uncontainable bulk. And this is compounded by the fact that 

publication often only starts of the life cycle of readers’ comments, sharing 

and rewriting. 

Digital editors of various categories (Guppta calls them curators) have 

sprung up to disambiguate the complex that bugs readers with unrequired 

material. Curators do the sorting for readers by gathering links, adding 

some context, and then delivering the lot in easy-to-read packages. The 

proliferation of digital media being continuous and ongoing, individuals 

no longer get news from single or isolated sources only but require options 

about information versions – just what some digital editors offer, via e-

group-mails. The process is dynamic as online texts often include 

community interactivity. Users comment on what they read, instantly 

modifying online texts knowledgeably or otherwise. 

Once available as a particular resource, the print text is generally handier 

and less bulky. This is a very relative assessment, however, for books 

greatly vary in size and can present as much portability difficulties as 

laptops or even desktop computers. The structure of the book, with easing 

tools like the table of contents and indexes, advances the immediacy of 

information search, but the plenitude of web information is not available 

for the single book. It would take piles of books to even distantly 

approximate web plenitude; the print text is no match for online in this. For 

particular information, once the right print text has been located, print 

immediacy is quite high. 

 

Print immediacy combines with its uniqueness/particularity of content and 

its possession is personal in a more intimate manner than online 
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information. The plethora of web material is not content-unique. It lacks the 

personalized possession characteristic of print text owner and the 

topic/content/context specificity. Restraint due to locational details allows 

the owner to privatize the print possession (even if other copies of the work 

are available elsewhere).  S/he can display the colourful and unique print 

possession whereas online information remains, until downloaded, 

invisible. Besides, any software owner can access a given online 

information, but cannot display it as ostentatiously as print; thus the unique 

visibility of print contrasts with the diffused invisibility of online texts. Yet 

it must be granted too that anyone can buy any book. Each medium thus 

has trappings and context is what determines advantages. Relative 

advantage then becomes the defining epithet, moderated by functionalities 

like writing and reading. 

 

Writing Differences 

Talk of similarities and differences between print and online texts are 

tantalizingly balanced among writers. Marianne Sterner (2014), for 

example, concedes that web and print writing are similar. Yet she outlines 

very different skills required at the level of structure, length, headlines and 

links. Accordingly, online texts should be shorter, have briefer sentences, 

evolve in shorter paragraphs, be more visually appealing and easier to scan. 

Although web users scan rather than read deeply, they are 30% slower than 

print readers. Confirming this tendency, Jakob Neilsen and Kara Pernice 

(2001) advance similar suggestions for web text layout. They demonstrate 

that users have a tendency to read in an “F” pattern, usually focusing on 

bulleted information. Zimming Liu’s( 2005)survey corroborates that people 

reading on screens take a lot of shortcuts, browsing, scanning and hunting 

for keywords. All suggest that web-content writers can improve readability 

by placing important content and navigation in frequently viewed areas. 

Layout 

Deriving from web readers’ patterns, titling should be made to ease search 

engines and most of the core information should be given at the beginning. 
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Online titles should be long and detailed enough to convey the story 

without the help of a photo, subheading or larger font. Puns and figurative 

language should be avoided because they tend to derail or confuse 

international users (Sheri Keyser, n.d.). Also to be avoided is the serif font 

standard which is typically used to aid eye movement in print; screen pixels 

impede reading them serifs. 

The print headline, by contrast, tends to be rather implicit, shorter, in larger 

fonts, and with a subheading to introduce the context. Print contents tend 

to be ornate and lengthened, progressing to total coherence that wraps up 

the entire write-up. Because it tends to be more in-depth, print is more 

discursive, less bulleted, striving to tell its entire story within the folds of 

its pages (no denying footnotes and cross references) whereas online texts 

build links into their content, instantly cross-referencing into story leads, 

pictures captions, footnotes, etc.  

Just as serifs which aid print reading rather impede web reading, successful 

print writing styles do not necessarily become web successes. Tim Morral 

(2012) thinks that such print wins may even be completely inappropriate 

for web audiences because the internet has revolutionized how content is 

consumed. She picks on length, links, tone, composition and SEO (search 

engines optimization) for illustration of online versus print writing. For 

web writing, Morral holds out an informal, chatty, personality-laced style 

presented in pithy blocks with links to additional information. As with 

much else that is advisory, the context of writing determines whether 

chattiness is appropriate, for scientific and official writing would suffer a 

disservice if chattiness empties it of seriousness or exactitude. 

 

The writer is also admonished to target pithy, striking writing, which helps 

search engines, and because 80% of web readers scan rather than read. Yet 

there are boundaries that should not be crossed just because a work features 

online or in print. Such structural issues – poetry and drama being shouting 

examples – can only be seriously tempered with at the cost of meaning.  

Print and online layouts in this respect are bound to be as physically the 
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same as the mediums permit. It is often facile to draw stringent dichotomies 

between the two mediums, as Andrew Plumb-Larrick (2014) elaborates: 

it remains easy to think in essential, absolute, terms about “print research” 

or “electronic research” — and to have positive or negative feelings about 

one or the other — without really inquiring into what it is that is currently 

valuable about each format (both as research tools and as part of the 

cultural/legal record) and of how those values can best be embraced and 

expanded upon. 

[“What (really) is the difference between print 

and online?”] 

Larricks is very right, yet the discourse has to shuffle between the 

dichotomies and the blur of sameness between the two mediums for 

highpoints of either persist. 

Permanence 

The contents of a book printed in multiple copies on good-quality paper are 

pretty durable and directly human-readable, not relying on external 

technologies or tools (or on a functional electrical grid and Internet) to be 

used. Compared to a computer file, every particular book or printed article 

is remarkably whole, independent of extraneous technological mediation. 

The permanence or impermanence of print is easy, being less easy to change 

in a mass fashion and so, relatively, more stable. If altered with time, print 

alteration is pointed out in terms of editions, publisher or colophon, for 

example. 

Not so with online forms, which depend a lot on the presence or availability 

of unknowns like  internet and remote data resources compounded by 

elements like networking, search engines, copying and caching or 

migrating. Online vagueness tends to stir distrust or doubt about its 

accuracy.  A citation to a link might be valid at a particular time, for 

example, but get blocked or go dead while the same or a variant of the cited 

material is found in another site.  And even the copied/cited material can 

be easily altered and authenticity or canonicity becomes an issue when 

different versions claim authority/validity. This is not denying that 
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updating is responded to by search engines. Yet alterations can be made by 

managers of a given site that could undermine validity (whether historical, 

cultural, legal or otherwise).  For digitally encoded information, clarity 

along with validity is therefore undermined by sometimes faulty 

engineering. Where, how and to what purposes an online material ends up 

is not very predictable. It therefore lacks definiteness as to purpose, effect 

and permanence. 

Structured/Random Access 

Both online and print have structured search methods that differ, although 

print is still more accessible. Index and table of contents principally serve 

the printed text where word or phrase search serves the online, the latter 

being compromised by whole text search advantages.  It is likely that 

internet search tools can be used in combination to serve better in this 

domain than in the print. But this must be moderated by the level of IT 

handiness, which is not yet common enough. With random access, 

however, full text indexing can be accessed for a single world or text 

throughout the internet since virtually every word on every written thing 

can be considered an online index entry.  

The dynamics of online texts requires vigorous management by reviewing, 

renewing or even removing texts when necessary. This has its drawbacks 

since content professionals, focusing on the new, neglect current customers 

and programmes. They constantly want to show that they are current but 

in so doing, allow older content on and make the website unmanageable. 

They may be said to be suffering from what Gerry McGovern (2014) has 

called “the cult of organizational ego”. It is different with print; initial 

thoroughness makes renewal less frequent and publication procedures 

tend to defeat any shifty attempts at the new. 

 

Reading Differences 

Reading print or online each has its merits and demerits.  Finding a physical 

item, with several visual clues about the volume and organization, is 

perhaps easier than the complex process of locating a file that has no 
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physically distinctive attributes and no tangible way of sizing it up. But for 

T.J. Tan, it is the opposite: 

Hit 'Ctrl + F' and you can track down a specific title or related titles 

amongst hundreds to thousands of notes … Can't say the same for 

thousands of loose sheets of paper lying around in the house, possibly 

in a file, or in several different files. 

This kind of tit-for-tat can run for almost any advantage for either medium 

of text, and that is the way with sweeping claims – the interstices are missed 

out. No claimed advantage goes without moderation by practical realities 

therefore. 

It is widely felt that screenreading, being (30%) slower, is strenuous and 

devoid of the habit-induced tactile advantage of a book. Cindy Orr (2012) 

thinks that perceived online/print differences are disappearing and that 

much depends on familiarity with type. But the pixel of computer screens 

which does strain the eye during online reading, for example, cannot be 

eliminated by familiarity. Ferris Jabr (2013) thinks tactile, spatial and layout 

factors of print material are noteworthy. For a reader notes the pages s/he 

covers, flips to chosen pages and remembers where something took place, 

as well as the particular page or sector design, all of which give a cozy feel 

to print reading. And this might influence comprehension and retention. 

Comprehension 

There are no major reasons for differences in online/print comprehension 

levels. Yet reading comfort influences comprehension and some readers are 

more comfortable with one or the other text medium. With the advent of 

the tablet, the virtual print quality of online texts is erasing the difference. 

But then, there is the writing style of online versus that of print to consider 

as well. Online texts are often personalized, less ornate and provide 

substance rather than the processes of information. They are there by not 

likely to be profound as print, and this relates to comprehension too. 

Online skimming rather than reading method (the ‘F’ process discussed 

under writing) also means that online is often only sourced for facts than 
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for processes. Besides, considering screen material as less serious, in 

addition to its lots of tempting and distracting links, can negatively 

influence comprehension. Online sheer prolixity means that people take 

different concentration levels to screen from print. 

It is not enough then to say that reading is reading, for even if 

comprehension may be the same, the kind of comprehension does matter. 

It boils down to arguing for the two modes of information since they both 

have peculiarities and advantages. Even if they are of a different category 

from online ones, distractions at print reading abound. And even if, 

technically speaking, print medium offers less distraction and more 

opportunity for concentration, distraction might well be a question of 

reader choice than of medium. 

Retention 

Comprehension is assessed by retention (Coles and Jenkins 1998).The print 

reader digests what is read for the purpose of understanding, 

retention/recall and the skill to weave the retained material into a discourse 

continuum.  These reader applications are considered manifestations of 

intelligence and a constant at job interviews and examinations of all sorts. 

 

Retention is also valuable for the online reader. But to a great extent, easy 

access to many-sided online data tends to push retention motive to the 

background. Somehow, retention is seen as of committing formulas to 

memory, a thing which computer/software gadgets can assist in through 

storing unimaginably vast data and resolving complex problems – all at the 

click of the mouse, keyboard or soft-touch screen. 

Such a view of retention leaves out much as online texts’ particular 

challenges – availability of energy (battery or electricity), information 

source (internet), android phone or computer software availability to access 

text, and even the permission to do so. Even if it confronts the ethos of 

solution-hunting characteristic of most high-value web use, retention 

remains important. The web user’s technological know-how can also  be a 
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source of  difficulties because as a very small minority can keep up with the 

swift pace of technological advancement. 

No matter how much the computer is influencing society today (Tailor and 

Ward, 1998), those born before computers became common (punned bbc), 

have a hard time grasping even elementary user requirements, which 

challenge even the “android generation”. Demographically, it is worse in 

developing countries whose infrastructural lapses compound the internet 

lags with other technological hitches. Even those in advanced technological 

set-ups have reasons to hold back on catching up with every technological 

popup. They have psychological needs of stability, socio-intellectual needs 

of avoiding continued rush and bafflement with the new, business/work 

and economical needs of savouring developments some while before 

discarding them. Thus industries, companies and individuals are often 

made to decide for less technological advancements for motives of profit 

and stability. 

There is no clear advantage here for either online or print.  For, though 

primitive by evolving technological standards, print implies a lot of 

sophistication.  It comprises or assumes cultural encoding and decoding 

processes that can be complex and alienating for the uninitiated. The stark 

illiterate considers print simply as magical, but print also baffles the literate 

differently. Indeed the level of linguistic sophistication among the literate 

is widely spaced out, from the barely literate to the sophisticated language 

and print user.  

 

Conclusion 

In terms of differences then, a rather fragmented summary is as follows: 

Print favours anecdotal details which web users find tangential to their 

goals and inhibiting ‘getting to the point’. The web is user-focused where 

print is author-driven. Where print requires the rounded completion of 

good crafting with grammatically correctness, online makes do with 

fragments comprising keywords. For educational purposes, the author-

driven print is progressive, comprehensive, and best for deep learning. 
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Though excellent for getting information nuggets, the web really is too fast 

for the reader who does not already have the basic conceptual background 

and framework of his/her quest. The reader follows the author’s lead in 

print media but in online hypertext, users approach the text with a goal in 

mind and want to piece their content from multiple sources, concentrating 

narrowly on what they want. 

At the end of the day, print and online (digital or electronic resources) are 

not incompatibles but just different and a lot depends on personal and 

institutional needs, purposes, convenience, and even attitude. For, as it is 

obvious, individuals and institutions consider content first and not get 

overly picky about peculiarities pertaining to them, except for specialist 

research purposes. 

Holding to print or taking up online texts can be either beneficial or 

disadvantageous, and discussion on them tends to spin a never-ending web 

of points countered by reservations.  
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